Make smart security decisions.

Know the unique threats you face, and their actual business impact.

Understanding your organization’s security exposure is complex. Communicating the potential business impact of that exposure even more so. With RQ (Risk Quantifier) you can meet both challenges. RQ creates a clear picture of your specific risk by evaluating it from the inside, examining your company’s business and your existing IT environment. Equipped with those insights, RQ zeroes in on risks, quantifies the probability and severity of loss, and recommends security controls to reduce both. RQ doesn’t stop there. By maintaining an ongoing understanding of your risk exposure as it changes, RQ makes it easy to incorporate strategic security decisions into your larger organizational strategy.

Establish a risk management process that keeps pace with your business priorities. With RQ, security professionals build operations that are:

**Proactive:** Stop reacting to threats and start getting ahead of them. RQ alerts you to high-priority potential security exposures—before the damage is done.

**Defensible:** Make smart decisions. Put your investments where they’re most needed with verified risk calculations. Pre- or post-breach, this objective intelligence creates a solid foundation for justifying decisions.

**Strategic:** Rethink security’s as a cost-center. Begin demonstrating the business value cybersecurity can deliver. With a clear understanding of the ROI various cybersecurity approaches offer, you can prioritize and implement controls that align with strategy and deliver the biggest returns.

RQ Use Cases

- Monitor and prioritize cyber risk decisions based on actual business impact
- Regularly report changes in cyber risk in real financial terms
- Prove the ROI of every dollar you invest in security
- Defend security accountability at every level of the business
- Call on hard data to validate insurance policies

“RQ took **four days** to complete a risk assessment that originally took us **four months using internal resources and manual methods.**”

—CISO, National Entertainment Company
Take the Guesswork Out of Cyber Risk Management

Proactive, effective, strategic security operations begin with 3 questions:

1. **How likely are we to experience a loss?**
2. **How much damage could that loss cause?**
3. **What should we do to minimize that risk?**

With RQ, you’ll have the answers. You’ll know the type and scope of attacks that can succeed against your organization. RQ models attack scenarios specific to your company and your IT-security environment. Equipped with these insights, you can verify risk numbers, make the right decisions to prevent loss, and justify your operations.

**AUTOMATED RISK MODELING**
Leave spreadsheets and services behind—assess cyber risks on your time with the RQ SaaS platform.

**FINANCIALLY-QUANTIFIED METRICS**
Communicate risk posture in terms the business understands.

**IMPACT-ORIENTED ANALYTICS**
Understand the type of business loss—financial, contractual, reputational.

**ROI-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS**
Align security investments and operations to business value.

**CONTINUOUS RISK UPDATES**
Monitor changes in your risk posture with Nehemiah’s updated risk intel feed.

**Know the Cyber Risks Specific to Your Company**

**WHO**
Who is likely to target you?
- Hacktivist, Nation State, Cybercriminals

**WHY**
What is their motivation?
- Financial, Espionage, Political

**HOW**
How could they breach your security?
- Malware, Hooking, Process Injection

**WHAT**
What business assets are impacted?
- IP, Email App, Data Records

About Nehemiah Security

Nehemiah Security works with enterprises around the world to elevate the security conversation and answer the question, “How does this impact my business?” Our mission is to empower security leaders to integrate their operations into the suite of functions corporations monitor and invest in every day.

Request a demo today. Call 571.321.5350 or email sales@nehemiahsecurity.com